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Abstract 

 

Phonological Intervention as a Means for Word Learning: 
A Cross-Modal Case Study 

 

Julia Adell, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2015 

 

Supervisor:  Lisa Bedore 

 

Purpose: This study examined the efficacy of a phonological intervention that 

utilized the core vocabulary approach with a deaf, signing, late first language (L1) 

learner. The primary emphasis of this project was to attempt to demonstrate comparable 

success in word learning resulting from a sign language intervention modeled after a 

spoken language phonological intervention with a deaf adult sign language user. 

Method: Participant is a 32-year-old deaf female who had not been exposed to 

any formal sign language until age 31. Treatment utilized a core vocabulary approach that 

targeted phonological awareness tasks of increasing complexity. Independent and unique 

real-word productions were coded to track the participant’s growing lexicon. 

Results: Accuracy within each treatment probe indicates improved word-

knowledge and remediation of consistent phonological errors. Overall cumulative lexical 

growth exhibits efficacy of the phonological treatment approach as a means for word 

learning. Post-treatment baseline cognitive and linguistic measurements indicate valid 

experimental control as they remained at pre-treatment baseline levels. 

Conclusions: A phonological intervention in the signed modality is efficacious 

with an adult, deaf, late first-language learner as a means for word learning. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose 

This study was developed to evaluate treatment efficacy of language therapy that utilizes the core 

vocabulary approach with a deaf, signing, late first language (L1) learner. The primary emphasis 

of this project was to determine if changes in word production observed in oral phonological 

intervention can be replicated in a signed based phonological intervention an individual who is 

deaf and uses a signed language. There is currently no research to support that phonological 

interventions successfully contribute to word learning in the signed modality thus far, largely as 

a result of the lack of documented language norms pertaining to signed languages. 

1.2 Research Significance 

The deaf-signing population is a very small and diverse population. Very few deaf individuals 

have deaf parents, and therefore do not natively acquire a sign language as hearing children of 

hearing parents acquire a spoken language. Between 1-4% of deaf children have deaf parents 

(Mitchell & Karchmer, 2004). Access to adequate sign language input is limited for the majority 

of deaf individuals, and age of exposure generally will range from anywhere between 18-months 

(early exposure programs), 5-years-of-age (school-aged and residential deaf schools), and 

adulthood (mainstream education). Considering the difficulties placed on language acquisition 

for this population in addition to the relatively small size of the population as a whole, a lack of  

normative data regarding developmental and acquisitional milestones for this population, 

particularly in the case of speech sound disorders and phonological acquisition, is not surprising. 

For these reasons, very little literature can either support or refute what performance falls under a 
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“typical” acquisitional trajectory for signed language users, in all aspects of language (e.g., 

semantics, syntax, the lexicon, pragmatics, and phonology).  

Phonology is foundational for the acquisition of language. It supports intelligibility as 

sentence length increases (Vihman, in press). Knowledge of phonology supports word learning 

(Hodson, 1994b) and later syntactic complexity (Clark & Lappin, 2013). In acquiring language, 

children analyze the language input they receive into segmental and suprasegmental components 

in order to learn what constitutes a meaningful unit, independent of direct teaching (Brown & 

Matthews, 1997). This foundational knowledge paves the way for later development of more 

complex structures of language comprehension and production (Morford, 2002). Phonological 

awareness skills are evidenced to manifest themselves in different facets of language 

development, thus offering the ability to recognize, discriminate, and manipulate language input 

(Anthony & Francis, 2005). Challenges that result from the late age of first language exposure 

within the young deaf population more frequently present themselves in the acquisition of 

phonology (yielding global deficits in language acquisition) within this very small and unique 

population of language users (Singleton & Supalla, 2011).  

While the process for a deaf individual to acquire a spoken phonological system is 

different from that of a person who can hear, the underlying cognitive and neural representation 

of the information is nearly identical. Phonology is the assignment of meaning to arbitrary and 

abstract modifications of auditory, visual, or tactile stimulation (MacSweeney et al, 2008). This 

suggests that the assigned representations are built from three main perceptual categories: 

auditory, visual, and articulatory. A growing body of evidence supports the notion that 

phonology is a more complex system than simply a concatenation of experiences within the 
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auditory or visual cortex, but in fact it maps neurologically and metalinguistically in more ways 

than only experiencing sounds (Hall, Ferreira, & Mayberry, 2012). 
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2 Literature Review 

2.1 Phonological Disorders and Interventions 

Evidence in the literature of spoken speech and language intervention supports the use of 

two overlapping treatment approaches. Core vocabulary is a means by which interventionists 

work to improve the production of common words as they are functionally applicable to the 

client’s activities of daily living (ADL). Children who still make inconsistent sound omission or 

substitution errors but do not present with a true phonological disorder tend to have better 

phonological skills (Rvachew & Nowak, 2001). It has also been reported that children who make 

inconsistent phonological errors may have general motor planning difficulties. Adjusting such 

children’s input to be highly contextualized and repetitive has been shown to provide 

opportunities for stimulability and remediation of inconsistently errored productions (Palle et al, 

2012).  

Error patterns in speech and language acquisition have previously been categorized as 

phonological, semantic, substitutive, or random (Ingram, 1976). Some phonological processes 

include simplification errors children make in speech production by omitting or substituting 

sounds. Phonological patterns are common and typically disappear with age, but they can greatly 

reduce overall speech intelligibility when they persist past an expected age (Oller, 1975). These 

processes are systematic and can be remediated through presentation and elicitation of 

contrasting sounds (Ingram, 1976; Palle et al, 2012; Rvachew & Nowak, 2001).  

Emerging research in language disorders in the signed modality suggests that in fact 

comparable predictable errors of phonology likely exist within the signing population as a result 

of perceptual deficits or inadequate processing abilities (Quinto-Pozos, 2014; Quinto-Pozos, 
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Forber-Pratt, & Singleton, 2011; Sandler, 1989). A growing body of research supports the notion 

that development of a signed language parallels development of a spoken language, minimally in 

terms of basic grammatical structures and phonology. This finding is consistent with cross-

linguistic literature. As with spoken languages, signed languages have phonological rules, that, if 

broken will affect intelligibility and target accuracy (Nohara, 1995) in addition to word learning. 

A percent of hearing-born children will acquire either spontaneous or genetically developed 

speech and language disorders 7-10% according to work such as Tomblin et al, it would only 

follow to assume the same will exist within this (quite smaller) representative population of 

developing children acquiring a first language (Herman et al, 2014).  

Studies that measure word knowledge through phonological intervention often assess 

phonological awareness through assessments of minimally contrastive pairs, identification of 

errored speech in others and in self, repetition of pseudo-words (words that allow for 

phonological constructions not within the participant’s native language), identification of 

rhyming words, and semantic approaches, in which the participants build word-learning skills by 

learning word associations and other meaning-based relationships (Zen, 2009; Ingram, 1976; 

Palle et al, 2012). Native signers demonstrate superior sign knowledge through tasks assessing 

phonological awareness of “pseudo-signs” as compared to that same metalinguistic ability of 

non-native signers (Cormier et al, 2012). This indicates improved ability for decoding new signs 

by signers who acquire a sign language natively by way of constant, consistent, and rich 

language exposure. Results from this study hold implications for assessment and differential 

diagnosis of sign language abilities based on these decoding skills that are likely to be directly 

related to language experience. Treatment implications for a late first-language learner ultimately 

should demonstrate improved language skills as a result of exposure, practice, and feedback. 
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Due to the time-constrained nature of this study, only identification of minimally 

contrastive pairs and other receptive and expressive tasks were conducted in the areas of 

phonological awareness. Treatment tasks increased in complexity, marginally stepping away 

from the realm of lexical identification to independent sentence productions and story retell. 

Although semantic and pseudo-word (or “pseudo-sign”) approaches are supported in the 

literature as valuable treatment approaches, the investigator elected not to include these 

approaches in treatment due the participant’s limited language and communication skills and 

their implications for functions and activities of daily life. In order to be successful in a semantic 

or pseudo-word assessment, the individual must a) have a large enough lexicon to make semantic 

associations, and b) maintain the tools to identify what marks a pseudo-word as acceptable or 

not. These skills, while meaningful and effective for teaching phonological awareness, do not 

adequately support the growth of a functional lexicon.  

2.2 Phonology and Literacy 

A focal point in phonological intervention research has since been to report implications for 

later-developed literacy skills (Wagner & Torgesen, 1987). This practice proved to be a long-

standing metric for determining eligibility for services, among other educational consequences. It 

is theoretically rooted in the findings that a developed phonological system maximizes awareness 

of components of words by meaningful units, which enables children to analyze the 

componential structure of language multi-modally (i.e., spoken as well as written). 

Achieving high educational milestones and meeting state and national standards for 

education and reading skills have proven to be an obstacle for the Deaf community in years past. 

This is due to a lack of educational and governmental resources to support improvement in 
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representation. Standardized measures are presented in the Deaf signers’ second language 

placing a cultural and linguistic bias on the potential to succeed on these tests. This lowered 

expectation for learner outcomes raises little demand for improved accessibility or linguistically 

valid assessment tools for this population. 

To counter this, recent studies are demonstrating that many sign language users have 

enhanced decoding abilities as a result of early language exposure (either spoken and/or signed), 

which provide strong implications for later literacy skills (Scheule & Boudreau, 2008). Results 

from an imaging study by MacSweeney and colleagues (2008) suggest comparable neurological 

faculty involved in reading for both hearing and deaf readers. In tasks of spoken rhyme and sign 

location (i.e., sign-rhyme) the sites within the insula of signers are equally activated as those of 

hearing spoken language users. This suggests a new kind of multi-modal capacity for language 

users and readers extending beyond only written text, but also to the visuo-spatial modality of 

language. 

 This development of metalinguistic ability through language acquisition entails encoding 

units of speech and language in unique meaningful parts. Phonological awareness is a necessary 

component for decoding of these units, although not fully supportive of word-learning 

independently (Stackhouse et al, 2002). Thus we must conclude that learning language requires 

more than simply experiencing its sounds and memorizing when they appear in words. For this 

reason, interventionists and reading specialists implement metaphonological approaches in order 

to facilitate awareness of the nature and function of these componential units of speech. 

Successfully using phonological awareness to support communication and other functional 

mechanisms of language, the person acquiring language must be a participant in a cycle of 
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auditory, visual, articulatory, and/or orthographic feedback. This feedback loop will allow for 

identification and remediation of expressive and receptive errors in phonological processing that 

may otherwise lead to errored or weak lexical representations (Stackhouse et al, 2002). 

 Given the heterogeneous nature of sign language exposure throughout the signing 

population, as well as variability in etiology of hearing loss and age of exposure, it is anticipated 

that inconsistent results are presented in reports of literacy skills among deaf signers (Corina, 

Hafer, & Welch, 2014; Aparicio et al, 2007; Hanson & Fowler, 1987). For these reasons, the 

investigator selected to minimally approach the constructions of ASL that are borrowed from 

English (i.e., the manual alphabet) only for the purposes of scaffolding phonological awareness 

abilities, rather than to suggest potential for literacy skills of this late first-language learner. 

2.3 Sign Language Acquisition and its Implications for Language Teaching and 

Intervention 

Because the signing population is a limited sample, and the native-signing population even more 

so, developing normed standards for language acquisition has proven to be quite the challenge. 

Researchers continue to debate over the processes involved in language creation and acquisition, 

thus making unbiased and accurate measurements for comparison that much more challenging 

(Clark & Lappin, 2013). Further, deaf and hard of hearing children have long since been 

excluded from norming populations, particularly with regards to assessments of language 

development and specific language impairments (Borg et al., 2002; Herman et al., 2014). 

The core vocabulary approach is evidenced as efficacious through studies with 

individuals with expressive and/or receptive language delays as well as speech-sound disorders. 

Recent studies in phonological processing and phonological awareness in American Sign 
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Language (ASL) suggest sensitivity to the structural parameters of signs in sign (or “speech”) 

recognition, similar to how native spoken language learners develop auditory phonological 

awareness (Corina, Hafer, & Welch, 2014). Researchers have theorized about the structure of 

signed languages and sign acquisition for the purposes of documentation, but less so for analysis 

of active processing of input. For this reason the investigator attempted to demonstrate 

remediation of consistent phonological errors, which may serve as evidence that the systems 

involved in processing the phonological parameters of the language can be treated similarly to 

that of spoken languages. 

 As Herman and colleagues (2014) tested these screening procedures to profile language 

acquisition of sign language users it became clear that simple translations of spoken language 

assessments would be insufficient and thus new tests were developed. The tests involved 

phonological awareness, lexical development, sentence repetition, and narrative details, as all are 

elements of natural languages. Preliminary results from this limited sample size in fact do 

confirm that SLI exists within the deaf population (Herman et al., 2012). 

Practical implications of this study suggest modeling speech and language intervention 

with deaf children after treatment templates evidenced as efficacious for spoken languages with 

hearing children. Other emerging studies of dynamic assessment indicate a treatment approach 

that is individualized by constructing a mediated learning approach involving feedback and 

training on cognitive and linguistic tasks helps to reduce the effects of limited language 

experience of many deaf individuals (Mann et al., 2014). 

The hope is for this study to yield similar outcomes within a similar projected timeframe 

of language intervention across languages, modalities, and participant language-experience as 
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those who have undergone phonological interventions that target increasing word knowledge 

through the core vocabulary approach. 
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3 Methods 

3.1 Participant 

BeAy is a 32-year-old female who had not been exposed formally to any sign language until the 

age of thirty-one. The inclusion criteria utilized in this study involves any deaf individual whose 

exposure to a signed language began after seven years of age. BeAy presents with severe to 

profound sensorineural hearing loss in the right ear, and a moderately-severe to severe 

sensorineural hearing loss in the left ear. She was first fitted for amplification age age 27, and 

inconsistently used her hearing aids for three years after initial fitting. Her use of the hearing aids 

was not paired with any auditory or speech training until three years later, at which time she 

elected to communicate without the use of amplification. BeAy’s family used spoken Spanish 

with her in the home along with a home gestural system.  She was not exposed to or proficient in 

any conventional or shared sign language, and did not attend formal schooling for any time. 

The primary method of communication used in the home is a home sign gestural system, 

which is a means of communication that is independently shared and generated within the 

familial unit, and whoever else is in direct contact with the participant (Goldin-Meadow, 2009). 

BeAy’s homesign system was neither conventionalized nor shared with communication partners 

other than her immediate family. She was recruited through the University of Texas Speech and 

Hearing Center (UTSHC), where she had been a client for approximately two years. Speech 

therapy focused on total communication skills, which included aural training, receptive, 

expressive and cognitive academic language proficiency skills (CALPS). 

Primary speech therapy goals targeted functional communication by way of spoken and 

written English and Spanish.  BeAy had not been exposed to any formal sign language until eight 
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months prior to the initiation of this study when speech therapy at the UTSHC utilized American 

Sign Language (ASL) as the primary language of treatment. Her sign exposure consisted of one 

to two hour sessions at the UTSHC in which she was exposed to highly contextualized functional 

vocabulary and was assessed in her ability to independently communicate basic wants, needs, 

feelings and preferences. 

3.2 Settings and Materials 

Baseline assessments were conducted at the UTSHC. Data collected during teaching sessions 

and progress monitoring took place at a community-based setting in order to provide a 

naturalistic setting and scaffold strategies for conversational development. The investigator used 

university password-protected computers and video-recording technology as provided by the 

UTSHC. Additional standardized test materials and printed resources were also provided by the 

UTSHC. Any non-standardized test materials or tools used for the intervention were 

independently produced and provided by the investigator (i.e., PowerPoint materials, picture 

cards, and video clips).  

3.3 Dependent Variable 

The dependent variable in this study is the participant’s functional lexicon. For the purpose of 

this study, a functional lexicon consists of any unique and independent production of true 

American Sign Language (ASL) signs as opposed to iconic or non-iconic gestures. Independent 

signs include any true ASL production that was not modeled for the participant. Unique signs are 

independently produced true signs that have not yet been elicited in treatment (i.e., novel ASL - 

signs). BeAy was not introduced to any ASL communication other than treatment sessions 

described in this study. Any unique or independent productions are a result of modeled 
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communication by the investigator in structured or unstructured tasks in which the participant 

recognized and generalized form and meaning from comprehension to expression.  

Results were calculated as a total independent lexical inventory per session as well as a 

proportion of unique and independent signs to the total amount of signs produced within a 

session (i.e., proportion of independently produced signs vs. the sum of independent and imitated 

signs), as session length and productive demand varied. Cumulative lexical growth was 

calculated by concatenating the new unique signs per session with the total sum of unique and 

independent signs from previous sessions. Treatment efficacy was calculated with respect to 

treatment approach (or phase) accuracy. 

3.4 Data Collection & Inter-Observer Agreement 

Each treatment session was videotaped. The researcher recorded information concerning specific 

error patterns and accuracy measures within each session in order to inform teaching strategy 

phases. Criteria were determined based on success within each teaching phase. Criteria were 

arbitrarily determined to be met when BeAy reached 80% accuracy within a treatment phase. 

Video and coding data were stored on the password protected University Box System. 

Once the participant had been recruited, she met with the investigator twice a week for 

seven weeks (two weeks of collecting pre- and post-treatment baseline measures, and five weeks 

of treatment). All sessions lasted approximately 55-70 minutes each. BeAy successfully 

completing the expected tasks determined length of treatment sessions. The participant attended 

and completed all sessions. The participant was seated across a table from the researcher, as in a 

general therapy setting at the UTSHC. The purpose of the first session was to explain the study, 

obtain consent, and establish a schedule for intervention that fit with the participant’s schedule. 
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The investigator collected baseline data on cognitive and linguistic measures. The purpose of the 

following five sessions was to implement the teaching interventions. The final session served to 

collect post-treatment baseline data. In order to determine experimental control, the experimenter 

collected nonverbal IQ scores again with the expectation for those to remain at baseline. In order 

to measure word learning, post-treatment data from the language measures were also collected, 

and expected to have increased after treatment. 

Table 1. Treatment Sessions Outline 

Pre-Treatment Baseline 
Digit Span Task 
Brief Leiter-R Assessment 
Lexical Knowledge Inventory without Cues or Prompts 

Minimal Pairs 
Introduction of items 
Elicit items in homesign 
Train labeling items in ASL 
Discuss unique characteristics of items and pairs 
Practice identifying contrasts with modeling 
Assessment Probe - Identifying Contrasts without Prompts 

ABC-Stories 
Introduction of manual alphabet 
Practice identifying changes and unique handshapes without prompts 
Opportunities to describe story events in a style other than using the manual alphabet  
Assessment Probe - Identifying Changes and Unique Handshapes without Prompts 

Sentence Construction 
Introduction of stimuli videos 
Practice describing events with maximum cues and prompts 
Assessment Probe - Describing Events without Prompts 

Post-Treatment Baseline 
Lexical Knowledge Inventory without Cues or Prompts 
Digit Span Task 
Brief Leiter-R Assessment 
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The researcher recruited an undergraduate research assistant from the Linguistics 

department to code seven of the ten treatment sessions. Data coded consisted of the participant’s 

total lexical inventory within each session, both independent and imitated productions. 

Reliability was computed using Microsoft Excel. Percent agreement was calculated over three 

out of nine treatment sessions. Calculations involved dividing the number of agreements by the 

sum of agreements and disagreements, multiplied by 100. Unique and independent inventory 

agreement of the glosses from minimal pair session was coded at 92%; inventories of glosses 

coded from the ABC-story probe was coded at 82% agreement; and inventory from the sentence 

construction session was coded at 87% agreement. 

3.5 Baseline – Pre- and Post-Testing Measures 

Pre-treatment baseline measures were recorded as a means for assessing BeAy’s overall 

cognitive skills and executive functioning. The investigator used the Brief Leiter International 

Performance Scale-Revised (Leiter-R) subtests, which are a part of a standardized test that has 

been used to assess nonverbal intelligence, as nonverbal intelligence is a predictor of language 

functioning. Phillips and colleagues (2014) systematically reviewed the literature supporting the 

use of nonverbal IQ tests (specifically the Leiter-R and the Differential Abilities Scale-2nd 

Edition). The conclusion supported the use of the Leiter-R with the Deaf and Hard of Hearing 

populations. Given the nature of the test (i.e., the lack of need for a shared communication 

system), it was the optimal measure for assessing the participant’s cognitive functioning. The 

cognitive subtests are designed to output an intelligence quotient (IQ) as well as a measure of 

logical abilities for all ages. Subtest items addressed in the Brief Leiter-R assessment include a 

combination of reasoning subtests (sequential order and repeated pattern tasks) and a 
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visualization subtest (figure-ground associations, form-completion). The full assessment includes 

memory and attention subtests, although the brief report does not. 

In order to approach the memory and attention components of cognitive functioning not 

targeted in the Leiter-R subtest, the investigator elicited a digit span task similar to the one used 

by Spaepen and colleagues (2013), in which elicitations designed to investigate how non-

linguistic deaf individuals represent number, and how those representations function with regard 

to short-term memory. The participant was shown visual numerical representation per the 

investigator’s handshapes and was prompted to repeat them back in serial order. Each time the 

participant correctly identified all items within the sequence, the length of the sequence 

increased. Accuracy was measured per sequence. If any one number was out of sequence or 

incorrect, the entire trial was counted as incorrect. 

A subtask to this cognitive measure involved an informal measure of number-knowledge 

using play money. This task involved the investigator prompting BeAy to hand over a certain 

dollar amount. The participant was presented with visual numerical representations of the 

expected quantity, as well as written numerical values. Written presentations were withdrawn 

once the participant finished scanning the page. 

 The final baseline measure included a lexical and phonological inventory, in which the 

investigator presented the participant with high frequency ASL signs selected on the basis of her 

previous lexical knowledge, as well as a carefully selected inventory containing 12 sets of 

minimal pairs. Information was collected on phonological accuracy. Error patterns were 

analyzed on the basis of target phonological parameter as compared to true production. Reported 

data reflect the number of true signs she presented as part of her inventory. These baseline results 

were collected over two sessions to determine a stasis level. 
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3.6 Research Design 

The researcher utilized a changing criterion single subject design. A changing criterion design is 

appropriate because it allows the investigator to change the expected behaviors gradually (i.e., in 

phases) in order to demonstrate that changes in BeAy’s functional lexicon are in fact due to the 

those phase-changes and their subsequent feedback during treatment. This approach is 

appropriate for target behavior changes in accuracy, rate, duration, or latency measures. 

This design was chosen to increase complexity of communication demands with 

increased accuracy of independent lexical production. Once she met the criteria of ten new 

lexical items across at least two sessions, BeAy was informed of the following phase and 

prefaced with a modeled example in order to promote home-practice and efficacy in data 

collection of the target probes. 

Criterion changes in this study are based on accuracy measures, and are presented on a 

relative scale of graduated complexity. The teaching (or criterion) phases included the minimal 

pairs approach, ABC-story telling, and sentence construction through story-retell. 

3.7 Independent Variable 

The first four treatment sessions targeted phonological awareness and lexical growth by way of a 

minimal pairs teaching strategy. The purpose of these sessions was to assess initial phonological 

awareness. The participant was presented with previously learned and practiced lexical items 

(e.g., the word list used in acquiring language baseline measures). Visual representations (e.g., 

pictures and PowerPoint presentations) of the target lexical items were presented to the 

participant simultaneously as the sign was reviewed or taught. 
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The minimal pairs strategy presumes a teaching strategy of new and unfamiliar 

vocabulary that target phonetic environments that are frequently in error. The researcher elected 

to use this intervention strategy with the core vocabulary approach in order to remedy consistent 

errors in phonological production. Minimal pairs (or minimal contrasts) have proven to be 

successful in spoken language interventions via collection of an inventory of correct productions 

followed by a comparison to the inventory of errored productions, and an analysis of which 

environment (i.e., word-initial, -medial, or –final) they appear least accurate. This allows the 

researcher to practice certain phonemes in isolation that are contrastive by only one environment 

within each pair of words (e.g., “face” and “vase” is an initial minimal pair, “cap” and “cat” is a 

final minimal pair, and “harry” and “happy” is a medial minimal pair). Success in using this 

technique increases intelligibility and promotes adult-like speech (Scheule & Boudreau, 2008). 

Empirically supported language interventions targeted at increasing lexical knowledge 

typically include a type of non-word task as an added facet to addressing phonological 

awareness. This type of intervention is possible in the signed modality, as there are phonological 

rules pertaining to sign production as there are in spoken articulation. However, tasks such as 

these require metalinguistic awareness and exposure to the language in order to more readily 

distinguish which words are real and which are “nonsense.” Instead the researcher elected for a 

close substitute measure to assess the participant’s phonological awareness of other 

communicators, called ASL-ABC stories.  

ABC stories are highly contextualized representations of the manual alphabet (in 

alphabetical order), in which each handshape (i.e., letter) represents a different component of the 

story (Krentz, 2015). These stories represent a particular theme, which is complementary to the 
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core vocabulary approach in which the target lexical items are also related to a central functional 

theme. This strategy generalizes the opaqueness of the manual alphabet’s handshapes, as well as 

incorporates newly learned signs, classifiers and other rule-governed gestures into practice in a 

descriptive context. Classifier constructions are complex predicates elicited generally by a single 

handshape, such as the 3-handshape maneuvering the sign space to describe a car driving on a 

winding road (Emmorey, 2002). Other classifiers include non-manual communication such as 

facial expression, role-shift, or body classifiers (Suppala, 2003).  

Before presenting BeAy with the ABC-stories stories, the investigator reviewed the 

manual alphabet. Then, following a presentation of an ABC-story BeAy was instructed to 

identify each unique handshape as it changed by pausing the video each time the handshape 

changed, manually represent the handshape, and write its Roman alphabetic form on a piece of 

paper or whiteboard. This approach served to further develop her phonological awareness skills 

in a task that is more abstract as well as receptively demanding. Formal data was collected on her 

accuracy of identifying in sequence each individual target phonological parameter (i.e., 

handshape), and informal data consisting of accurate thematic maintenance in story retell (i.e., 

topic maintenance). 

 Although the ABC-story element has yet to be documented in the literature as a 

successful means of increasing word learning for deaf signers in a manner similar to a non-words 

task, it requires phonological awareness skills by requiring the participant to recognize a 

simultaneous change in form and meaning. 

As the intervention progressed, manipulation of the new lexical items prompted more 

complex, independent, and functional output. The purpose of a language intervention is to 
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support growth of the basic functions of communication in order for the complex features to 

develop more effectively and efficiently. For this reason, the researcher assessed the participant’s 

ability to generate grammatically correct utterances of increasing complexity within structured 

conversation, particularly in tasks requiring retelling of stories or events containing 2-4 

sequences. 

Sentence construction in structured and unstructured conversation was targeted in the 

final three treatment sessions. This phase served to assess BeAy’s manipulation of word 

relationships and word order as its level of complexity subsumes adequate lexical inventory as 

proven by previous teaching probes (Ramírez, Lieberman & Mayberry, 2011). Research in 

language creation of home signers reveals limited and inconsistent production of agent and 

referent in conversation (Coppola & Newport, 2005). Referent inclusion and word order were 

measured in this phase of the study.  

3.8 Treatment and Assessment Probes 

Each session within the teaching phases had a vocabulary inventory module or probe to monitor 

treatment effects of the dependent variable. Vocabulary modules were designed to match the 

target approach (i.e., preselected minimal pair vocabulary items were presented during the 

minimal pairs approach, thematic vocabulary were presented during the ABC-story approach). 

Accuracy data regarding her lexical inventory as well as accuracy pertaining to teaching 

strategies were collected during teaching phases for the purposes of progress monitoring, as well 

as to directly report as results for her growing inventory. Different teaching probes were 

introduced once she had met the lexical inventory criterion goal.  
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A unique quality of signed language minimal pairs is the phonological parameters are 

simultaneously occurring. Spoken language minimal pairs are sequentially distinguished 

depending on the environment of contrasting phoneme. For example, “pat” and “cat” are 

distinguishable on the basis of the initial consonant, and “park” and part” are distinguishable by 

their final consonant. Signed language minimal pairs are distinguishable by a characteristic 

produced simultaneously to the other phonological parameters. For example, UMBRELLA and 

WINDOW occur at the same location, with the same contact point, using the same movement 

and palm orientation. However, they are distinguishable by their contrasting handshapes. 

The minimal pairs phase assessment probes consisted of twelve pairs of carefully selected 

signs that differ only by one phonological parameter. BeAy was presented with three tiles, each 

tile containing a pair of pictures (e.g., [1] UMBRELLAxUMBRELLA, [2] 

UMBRELLAxWINDOW, [3] WINDOWxWINDOW). The investigator presented BeAy with 

two signs sequentially (e.g., WINDOWxWINDOW), and BeAy was prompted to select which 

tile contained those particular two signs (e.g., [3]). In this example, BeAy was only required to 

recognize a difference in handshape. Accuracy was calculated per correct tile selection.  

ABC-story probes required BeAy to identify changes in the handshape parameter during 

various thematic story-sequences. BeAy had a list of the letters of the alphabet, in which she was 

prompted to cross or check off once it occurred in the video. This required identification of 

change, as well as knowledge of its individual representation. Three different videos were 

presented, two of which contained the letters appearing in order, while one was out of order for 

additional complexity by decreasing predictability. Accuracy was calculated per correctly 

identified handshape change. 
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Sentence construction probes measured BeAy’s ability to correctly retell a story by 

including meaningful and accurate information in two- to three-word utterances. BeAy was 

shown a short video containing sequences of increased length and complexity (e.g., how to make 

a sandwich, The story of “Goldilocks”). After presentation she was prompted to use appropriate 

new vocabulary in sequential story-retell. Accuracy was calculated per correctly labeled referent 

(i.e., new vocabulary item) per opportunity.  
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4 Results 

4.1 Baseline Measures 

Results from the Leiter-R in the pre-treatment baseline data collection reveal a sum of standard 

scores at 8 and 7 in pre- and post-treatment respectively. The standardized IQ score fell within 

the same confidence interval for both assessments, with scores of 56 in the pre-treatment session 

and 58 in the second. The consistency of the statistical range of both scores is considered to be 

an appropriate representation of BeAy’s overall cognitive functioning. 

Table 2. Brief Leiter-R Results 

 Leiter-R 

 Pre-Treatment Post-Treatment 
Sum of SS 8 7 
Confidence Interval 50-62 52-64 
IQ 56 58 

BeAy’s strengths in the Leiter-R included subtests requiring matching objects or parts of 

objects to their representation in a picture. Accuracy in form-completion of parts of objects was 

also a strength, although much more difficult for BeAy both in pre- and post-treatment sessions. 

Ordering sequences of shapes and objects, and completing repeated patterns were areas of great 

difficulty for BeAy. 

Accuracy within digit span tasks significantly declined once the sequence required 

repetition of three numbers (e.g., BeAy’s reponse to sequence of “1-4-3” was “1-3-5”). This 

chunking rate of two was consistent across written and gestured modalities (e.g., BeAy’s 

response to a whiteboard with “1-4-3” was “5-2-3-5”). 

 BeAy’s retention of single numbers of up to twenty indicates a more functional use of 

contextualized numerical values (e.g., overall accuracy in money-counting assessments was at 

73%, while serial number repetition was at 33% accuracy). Post-treatment measures indicate 
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stasis of short-term memory abilities and functional knowledge and use of numbers. Lower 

scores on the money task in post-treatment are considered to be a result of fatigue as the task 

immediately followed the 45-minute cognitive assessment.  

Table 3. Digit Span Results 

 Digit Span Money Task 

 Pre-Treatment Post-Treatment Pre-Treatment Post-Treatment 
Gestured 33% 29% 73% 69% 
Written 33% 43% 100% 69% 

Pre- and post-treatment baseline lexical accuracy was collected on the previously learned 

word-listed developed in speech therapy. Pre-treatment measures indicate a loss of word recall as 

presented by 53% and 33% accuracy measures across the first two sessions (see Figure 1).  

4.2 Treatment Phase Accuracy Results 

BeAy’s success in the first minimal pairs session was at 21% accuracy. The task was highly 

decontextualized and independent of functional use. Additionally, the vocabulary items were still 

relatively new. Between the first and second sessions, accuracy on this approach increased 41% 

to meet 62% accuracy in the second session. Results indicate in fact a true consistent 

improvement in identification of minimal pairs as well as comprehension of the task. BeAy’s 

accuracy in the third and fourth sessions reached 81% and 90% accuracy respectively. 

Accuracy in identifying changing handshapes in the ABC-story phase began at 35% 

accuracy. Probe accuracy improved by 38% between the first and second sessions. On the final 

ABC-story teaching session BeAy’s accuracy met 90%. 

BeAy’s accuracy during the sentence construction phase improved from 33% to 78% 

across all three sessions.  
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Figure 1. Probe Accuracy 

4.3 Lexical Inventory Results 

The research assistant and investigator coded each sign produced by BeAy, both independently 

produced as well as imitated in response to prompts by the investigator. Total signs produced per 

session varied as a result of session length as well as probe demands. Results indicate variable 

productive speech per session as a result. 

Figure 2. Total Signs Produced per Session 
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The research assistant and investigator also coded and analyzed representation of each 

sign independently produced by BeAy and compared these results to each sign imitated by 

BeAy. Although many independent signs were produced in response to prompts, the investigator 

did not model them and thus were not counted as imitated. Results suggest similar productivity 

across all treatment phases as the total productive inventory. 

Figure 3. Unique vs. Imitated Signs Produced per Session 

Collective lexical inventory results do not yield insights regarding overall lexical growth, 

although they do inform the reader per clinician prompting, particularly with respect to treatment 

efficacy. In order to quantify cumulative lexical growth, investigator compared total independent 

signs per session to total new independent signs within each session. Results suggest increased 

independence in productive communication, although with limited context within and across 

treatment sessions there fewer added new words as compared to total unique words.  
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Figure 4. Total Unique Signs vs. New Unique Signs per Session 

By extracting new and unique signs produced in each session, the investigator 

concatenated BeAy’s full cumulative lexicon across treatment phases. Collecting this data 

involved separating each session’s unique productions and comparing across each session the 

sums of words that were novel presentations. Each sum of new lexical entries was added to the 

previous session’s total lexical inventory to present with a cumulative sum. Initial treatment 

lexical inventory was 34 signs, and final treatment session inventory contained 291 uniquely and 

independently produced signs.  

Figure 5. Cumulative Lexicon by Treatment Approach 
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4.4 Phonological Error Analysis 

The research assistant and investigator coded error patterns within BeAy’s productive lexicon. 

Errors were identified by coding target signs as compared to BeAy’s production and noting in a 

separate column if and what kind of phonological error was present or not. Phonological error 

patterns were produced when a target sign was missed by using an incorrect handshape (e.g., L-

HS instead of 5-HS), incorrect location (e.g., outside of the neutral space when the target was 

within the neutral space), incorrect contact point (e.g., thumb touching the chin instead of the 

forehead), incorrect orientation (e.g., palm facing participant instead of facing communication 

partner), incorrect movement (e.g., both hands moving simultaneously side-to-side motion 

instead of alternating towards and away from each other), or some combination.  

Results indicate an ultimate decline in phonological errors. Handshape errors make up the 

majority of errors, which is unsurprising considering this is her first exposure to ASL. ASL is a 

fully-fledged language that contains marked and non-iconic handshapes, which is largely 

uncharacteristic of homesign systems. Movement errors and orientation errors indicate less 

frequent yet persistent difficulty.  
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Figure 6. Total Error Patterns per Phonological Parameter 

Errors that were produced with respect to the same sign two or more times across 

treatment sessions were considered as consistent errors. Fifty-three percent of errors produced 

throughout treatment were consistently produced (141/268). Seventeen of those 141 were from 

the minimal pair probe, which is expected, as it was the first treatment phase. Additionally the 

phase targeted only the most phonologically similar pairs of signs, magnifying the need for 

phonological accuracy. However, out of those seventeen errors, only four signs presented as 

consistently errored along with their minimal pair. Of those four pairs, three were errored 

pertaining to a differing phonological parameter (e.g., MOM and DAD – location; DUCK and 

BIRD – handshape). 

Table 4. Consistent Errors vs. Total Errors 

Consistent Error Categories Consistent Errors Total Errors Proportion 
Handshape 63 141 45% 
Movement 33 54 61% 
Orientation 29 48 60% 
Location 14 22 64% 
Contact 2 3 67% 
Grand Total 141 268 53% 
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Errors across other treatment phases can be attributed to brevity of exposure and 

opportunities for consistent practice. This is due to frequently changing contexts, which in 

exchange offered BeAy more freedom of response content, length, and complexity. Unique 

errors such as finger selection as well as combinations of errors were inconsistent and phase-

specific, and thus not counted as independent error categories. 

Errors across treatment phases as compared to total error categories present a decrease in 

presence of all error categories, handshape in particular. Overall proportions of error categories 

remained consistent, although frequency of errors decreased markedly. 

Table 5. Error Proportions 

Error Categories Total 
Errors 

Total 
Proportions 

Consistent 
Errors 

Consistent 
Proportions 

HANDSHAPE 141 53% 63 45% 
MOVEMENT 54 20% 33 23% 
ORIENTATION 48 18% 29 21% 
LOCATION 22 8% 14 10% 
CONTACT 3 1% 2 1% 
Totals 268 100% 141 100% 

 

4.5 Validity and Reliability 

As a measure of content validity, it would appear as though the cumulative inventories 

independently represent treatment efficacy. Additionally, fading of prompting and cueing also 

demonstrates positive response to intervention (see Figure 5 for details).  

 Per the minimal pair approach, production decreased as BeAy required fewer prompts for 

imitation and practice (i.e., production of iterations of signs dropped from 414 total to 185 by the 

fourth session). ABC-story total signs varied markedly as well due to technological difficulties, 
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variation among target probe items, and overall receptive nature of the teaching phase. Sentence 

construction provides a consistently productive representation of true ASL-sign productions, 

which is to be expected given the nature of the treatment phase. Average cueing percentage 

across treatment phases decreased by 17% as calculated per proportion of independently 

produced signs as compared to total produced signs with the first and final treatment sessions of 

each treatment phase. 

Table 6. Proportion of imitated signs from the first and final sessions 

 
 Proportion Imitated in First and Final Sessions 

 
First Final % Decrease 

Minimal Pairs 81% 62% 20% 
ABC stories 67% 55% 12% 
Sentence Construction 71% 53% 18% 

 

Measures of reliability indicate difficulty in more abstract semantic and phonological 

pairs. Consistent errors presented in the minimal pairs phase include pairs such as “KING” and 

“QUEEN”; “CHURCH” and “CHOCOLATE”, in which BeAy continued to demonstrate errors 

in handshape and movement throughout treatment. Due to the lack of functional or practical 

application of these items it cannot be assumed these items are inherently unreliable. It is 

insufficient to suggest these errors are a result of incomplete knowledge of lexical items or 

phonological awareness, but in this unique case of language experience, a gap in mental 

representation may be attributed. 
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5 Discussion 

Effectively learning to comprehend and manipulate a language begins with exposure. For most 

language-users, this begins before birth. Parents speak to their children with the expectation that 

they will learn to interpret and respond in meaningful ways by learning to use the same language 

or communication system to the same capacity. Language acquisition is a complex process 

involving simultaneously sensing the language input, interpreting its meaning by breaking it up 

into parts, and expressively manipulating those units (Davis & Bedore, 2013). 

 For many deaf individuals, this natural progression isn’t as transparent or accessible. 

Parents do not typically expect to have a deaf child and do not learn a signed language before the 

child is born. Over 90% of deaf children are born to hearing parents and thus are not exposed to 

any language from birth (Mitchell & Karchmer, 2004). This may manifest itself in challenges of 

social, emotional, cognitive and linguistic development for the deaf child. 

 Researchers and educators continue to search for resources to serve those 

underrepresented and late language-exposed individuals in order to maximize educational, social, 

and cognitive outcomes (Mann et al, 2014; Herman et al, 2014). Linguists are actively 

documenting the language structures and its typical acquisitional trajectory (Sandler & Lillo-

Martin, 2006; Quinto-Pozos, 2014). This work informs the development of assessments designed 

to identify and potentially diagnose sign language users with specific language impairments. 

This will allow for opportunities for standardization of state academic requirements for this 

population. This investigation served as a first attempt at a sign language intervention with a late 

first-language learner in order to provide support for successful language intervention in the 

signed modality.  
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The nature of the treatment intervention closely reflected an example of dynamic 

assessment, although extended for the duration of a language intervention. Due to the limited 

nature of BeAy’s language exposure and potential for identification of true language impairment, 

an ideal approach to teaching or intervention is a dynamic assessment approach. Results from 

studies using dynamic assessment as a supplement to standardized diagnostic measures indicates 

high reliability in differentiating true language disorder from language differences of children 

from variable language experience backgrounds (Gutiérrez-Clellen & Peña, 2001; Mann et al., 

2014). Individuals who began intervention with low language and demonstrated modifiable 

phonology and lexical growth by phonological or word-learning interventions further affirmed 

their negative outcomes of standardized assessments for language disorder. 

5.1 Treatment Efficacy  

Results from the treatment probes indicate consistent growth on target accuracy goals. The 

Minimal Pairs approach improved from 21% to 90% accuracy throughout the treatment phase. 

ABC-stories yielded similar outcomes, improving in accuracy measures from 35% to 90%. 

Lastly, the sentence construction and story-retell phase demonstrated marked gains over three 

sessions from 33% to 78% accuracy. 

Throughout treatment BeAy was introduced to conversational speech over an array of 

topics. Comprehension of WH-questions and general subject matter improved markedly 

throughout intervention. Lexical data coded per session indicates consistent addition of new and 

unique lexical items across treatment phases.  

Results from the digit-span tasks in both pre- and post-treatment baselines suggest BeAy 

has a functionally motivated short-term memory. In the less contextualized assessment in which 
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she was prompted to simply remember and repeat a gestural number sequence in the pre-

treatment phase, BeAy demonstrated a maximum retention of two-digits. Accuracy greatly 

improved during tasks requiring manipulation of play dollars. 

The ABC-story approach appeared to informally increase her thematic comprehension of 

a story presented in the visual domain. Qualitative results suggest a functional benefit that 

supersedes quantitative comprehension results as evidenced by her elaboration of content during 

story-retell and her increased ability to predict story elements. This task was previously trained 

in speech therapy at the UTSHC eight months prior and thus was expected to require minimal 

teaching and prompting. Perhaps low initial success was due to rapid shift in teaching phases, or 

simply a result of an inability to recognize phonological parameter shifts or encoding of the 

meaningful units. 

Overall cumulative lexical growth suggests a phonological intervention with a late first-

language learner is successful for word learning. Accuracy within probes suggests the treatment 

was indeed effective in eliciting metalinguistic awareness, particularly in the minimal pair and 

ABC-story approaches. Independent production of exposed signs implicates maturation of 

cognitive and linguistic processes that may or may not have been elicited prior to treatment.  

In addition to increasing independent use of newly acquired signs, BeAy ultimately 

identified particular phonological categories in her production as well as the production of the 

investigator. For example, when attempting to sign “WINE”, BeAy produced errors in location 

and orientation and thus elicited “WATER”. She independently identified her production as 

inaccurate and referenced the glass of water on the table as what she mistakenly produced. This 
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demonstrated a true knowledge of phonological parameters of signs by identifying an error in 

specific components of a production. 

5.2 Limitations for Generalizability 

This study makes initial contributions to the search for evidence-based interventions or teaching 

appropriate for use with the deaf and hard-of-hearing populations. Given the preliminary nature 

of the study, further investigation will be necessary to confirm similar findings with larger 

samples and with stronger experimental control. It is critical to replicate findings in order to 

address use of treatment with atypically developing sign language users, or other special 

populations. 

The use of phonological contrasts was not necessarily for treatment of a phonological 

disorder, but as a means for teaching a shared and conventionalized system on top of the 

participant’s already existing homesign system. Treatment took on a typical language 

intervention template as would be implemented in early childhood or school age treatment 

because her degree of exposure and stage of acquisition is considered comparable. The results 

provide a foundational comparison for how to provide intervention with young language 

impaired deaf signers. 

 As with any speech or language intervention, individual generalizability of learned skills 

becomes challenging once intervention is complete. Patient accountability is eliminated, as is 

consistent exposure and training. In the case of BeAy, she will not be exposed to ASL again until 

she enters an adult education program, enters employment with other deaf individuals, or 

treatment resumes. Continued growth of BeAy’s lexicon can only be prompted by the need to 
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communicate with other ASL users. Consistent exposure or use of a language comes with 

necessity, and in the case of BeAy’s language use, this type of need is not currently present. 

5.3 Practical Implications 

Early imitation and memory skills support the emergence of phonology (Davis & Bedore, 2013). 

As young children are exposed to language retrieval of words and word parts becomes easier 

with the help of a developing working memory. These skills are critical as they are foundational 

for typical language development. When these skills are disrupted, expected language outcomes 

may also be impeded. Although BeAy does not present with a particular language disorder, her 

language abilities are consistent with that of a language impaired child, and thus results hold 

practical implications for future clinical work with deaf and hard-of-hearing children with 

specific language impairments or phonological disorder. 

Results from the phonological error analysis indicate that remediation of consistent 

handshape errors is not absolute, particularly in such a short intervention period. However, 

evidence in neural research of the acquisition of phonological skills provides an optimistic 

outlook for intervention with early deaf signers. With increased exposure and stimulation of the 

neural language substrate comes efficiency and accuracy in comprehension and production of 

phonological elements of language, thus supporting more complex later language development 

(Davis & Bedore, 2013). 

5.4 Future Research 

The hope is that this study provides a foundation for further inquiry of language teaching and 

intervention with deaf individuals who present with nonconforming language development in the 

signed modality. With stricter selection requirements and an increased sample size, additional 
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trials of this methodology may be conducted in deaf schools. Potential group selection will be 

based on late exposure and/or identification of need for intervention by way of the emerging 

assessments among the deaf and hard-of-hearing populations. Building to the body of literature 

may support development of criterion-referenced assessments that assess phonological 

awareness skills, which can support provision of services for deaf and hard-of-hearing children 

and adults. 

If future research continues to use the changing criterion design, perhaps differently 

ordered phases, or new phases may be introduced. Alternative research designs, such as multiple 

baselines across target sounds or target phonological parameter may also be conducted. 

Development of consistent stimuli may also serve to contribute to the body of literature aimed at 

documentation of typical and atypical sign language acquisition.  
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